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Abstract With the advance in technology， itbecomes to nec巴ssaryto detect a small vibration that 
has been neglected in the manufacturing process b巴fore.A laser interferometer is used as a small 
vibration sensor. But there are some disadvantages， for exampl巴， weakness for external vibration， 
difficulty for optical alignment， etc. These disadvantages are improved making use of self-coupling 
effect of semiconductor laser， because this sensor is composed of only a laser diod巴anda lens. The 
laser light is irradiated to a target with the lensヲ andthe scattered light is detected by photodiode. 
When a small vibration less than halιwavelength of laser is m巴asured，it is needed th巴 reference
signal. The reference signal is generated by moving the sensor at high speed. The vibration 
amplitude is detected from the ratio of the output signal to the refer巴nceone. Moreover， the 
sensitivity of the sensor is different from the distance between LD and target. Therefore， itis 
necessary to adjust sensitivity. Up to now， ithas been adjusted by the method of the manual 
operation. The sensitivity adjustment is automated by the microcomputer. As a result， the 
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図 10 半波長以上の測定結果
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